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ABSTRACT
Distributed multimedia applications require support from
the underlying operating system to achieve and maintain
their desired Quality of Service (QoS). This has led to the
creation of novel task and message schedulers and to the
development of QoS mechanisms that allow applications to
explicitly interact with relevant operating system services.
However, the task scheduling techniques developed to date
are not well equipped to take advantage of such interactions. As a result, important events such as position update messages in virtual environments may be ignored. If a
CPU scheduler ignores these events, players will experience
a lack of responsiveness or even inconsistencies in the virtual world. This paper argues that real-time and multimedia
applications can beneﬁt from coordinated schemes for CPU
and event scheduling and we describe a novel event delivery
mechanism, termed ECalls, that supports such coordination. We then show ECalls’s ability to reduce variations in
inter-frame times for media streams.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The achievable end-to-end Quality of Service (QoS) for
distributed multimedia applications depends on the servers,
networks, and end systems involved in media manipulation.
This paper addresses the end (or client) systems, for which
it is well known that a lack of QoS support from their respective operating systems can be a detriment to the eﬃcient implementation of applications like video conferencing,
distributed virtual environments, or video-on-demand. For
instance, digital audio and video must be played out continuously, where latency, data loss, and jitter [3] are bound
in order to prevent audible gaps in audio streams or choppy
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replay of video streams. While buﬀering can help solve these
problems for play-out of stored media, this solution is not
easily applied to real-time multimedia applications like distributed virtual worlds and multi-player games, which have
to exchange position updates with other participants within
time bounds determined by player and game speeds.
The demanding requirements of multimedia applications
have been addressed by numerous research contributions,
including the development of architectures that improve the
performance of existing operating systems [7, 20, 26], eﬃcient OS support for digital audio and video [8, 12], novel
multimedia and real-time schedulers [10, 15], and lightweight
mechanisms for user/kernel communication [2, 5, 17]. Considerable research has focused on scheduling techniques for
multimedia systems [8, 12, 14, 15] based on priorities, reservations, or proportional share resource allocations [19].
This paper proposes to extend multimedia scheduling by
also explicitly taking certain events of importance to applications into account. Examples of events are notiﬁcations of
changes in kernel state like the receipt of a network packet,
a response by a kernel service to a request issued earlier
by the application, or an exception experienced within the
kernel. We show that the timely delivery and processing of
such events is particularly important for time-constrained
multimedia applications like virtual environments, interactive distributed simulations [18], or distributed games that
integrate streaming audio and video [1, 11]. Consider, for
instance, a distributed game for which (1) jitter in the replay
of media streams should be minimized, and (2) game events
like position updates and certain actions of avatars must be
delivered in a timely fashion. Techniques like proportional
share scheduling of tasks and communications can reduce
jitter for continuous media streams. However, the coordination of task scheduling with important game events can
further reduce variations in inter-frame times and increase
responsiveness to player actions.
Our goal is to improve the performance of multimedia and
real-time applications by making these applications and the
system services they use event-aware. Toward this end, we
(1) provide an eﬃcient operating system mechanism, termed
ECalls (Event Calls) [17], for the exchange of events between applications and the OS services they utilize, and (2)
develop policies for coordinating the scheduling of event delivery with the scheduling of operating system services. The
particular service addressed in this paper is task scheduling.
To illustrate the performance advantages derived from

event-awareness realized with ECalls, consider a distributed
video player (e.g., Realplayer1 ), which uses timed waits to
achieve the inter-frame times necessary for its desired frame
rates. In other words, this application sleeps for a certain
amount of time, and when it wakes up, it is placed back into
the run queue of the CPU scheduler. However, the delay
between the point when this application becomes schedulable (i.e., wakes up) and when it begins to run (i.e., enters
the ’running state’) (see Figure 1) varies depending on the
scheduling policy implemented, the scheduling attributes assigned to this and other schedulable applications, and the
current CPU load. These delays – termed run queue delays
run queue
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Figure 1: Run queue delays depend on the CPU
scheduler, the scheduling attributes of all schedulable applications, and the current CPU load.

in the remainder of this paper – can increase latencies and
jitters for continuous media streams, and they can reduce
the responsiveness of real-time applications like distributed
games. For instance, when running on a general-purpose
operating system like Linux, a single video player can experience signiﬁcant run queue delays when it has to compete
with a second real-time process due to the coarse granularity of the system’s time base, which is 10ms on Intel-based
Linux systems. When it has to compete with other video
players for the same CPU, run queue delays increase substantially, resulting in signiﬁcant variations in inter-frame
times even for a small number of video players, as shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Average run queue delays for a number of
video players that have to compete with each other
and with another real-time process (running in an
endless loop) for the CPU.

We reduce run queue delays by associating applicationlevel events like message arrivals with kernel-level events
that act to minimize run-time delays for the tasks that process these messages. Speciﬁcally, the arrival of a message
1
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triggers a kernel-level event, which then uses the ECalls
mechanism to notify the application and also to adjust CPU
scheduling to ensure the timely delivery of the applicationlevel event. We use ECalls in place of the comparatively
expensive user/kernel communication mechanisms currently
supported in general-purpose operating systems [2, 4, 6, 26]
because it (a) oﬀers lightweight alternatives to regular system calls and signals oﬀered in Linux, (b) reduces the number of user/kernel boundary crossings through event batching, (c) allows for the sharing of application-speciﬁc information between kernel and user via pinned memory areas,
and (d) can aﬀect CPU scheduling decisions.
In the remainder of this paper, we ﬁrst provide a short
overview of the ECalls mechanism and its realization for the
Linux operating system (see Section 2). In Section 3, we describe the rules used to coordinate event delivery with CPU
scheduling in detail, using a novel hard real-time CPU scheduler, called DWCS (Dynamic Window-Constrained Scheduler) [23]. Coordinated scheduling is performed such that
task responsiveness to events is maximized while minimizing the variations of inter-frame times experienced by the
application’s media streams. Section 4 demonstrates experimentally the importance of event-awareness and shows how
ECalls supports its implementation. Section 5 concludes the
paper with a summary and an overview of future work.

2.

EVENT DELIVERY WITH ECALLS

ECalls [17] is an event-based mechanism that links userspace applications with certain kernel-level services, allowing them to share information and events in an inexpensive
and ﬂexible way. ECalls is implemented as an extension to
the Linux 2.2.13 kernel, and it supports real-time and multimedia applications by (1) delivering events between applications and kernel services in a timely fashion, (2) enabling
both to eﬃciently share relevant information, and (3) inﬂuencing process scheduling in response to the receipt of new
events and/or pending events. ECalls oﬀers several methods of event generation and event handling, thereby giving
event sources and sinks the ﬂexibility to select a method that
is appropriate for the speciﬁc needs of an application. For
instance, an event source can choose the method of event
generation on a per-event basis. An event sink must register for a certain way of event handling, but can change this
registration when desired. For the eﬃcient transfer of data
between kernel and user, ECalls allocates two separate memory buﬀers for each pair of application and kernel service.
One buﬀer is used for data transfer from the application
to the kernel, the other for data transfer in the opposite
direction, thereby reducing the need for synchronization for
single-threaded applications. The sizes and contents of these
memory buﬀers are determined by the kernel service, which
supplies this information to the application via a C header
ﬁle. Buﬀers are pinned into memory to prevent paging.
User-to-kernel events. An application uses one or more
of the following methods to generate an event to a kernel
service: A Generic System Call can be used to produce
an event directed at any existing or new kernel service. The
memory buﬀer is used to transmit the system call attributes,
including an identiﬁer for the kernel service targeted by the
system call. ECalls then uses this identiﬁer to redirect the
system call to the corresponding kernel service, which, in
response, invokes a system call function. This removes the

need to implement new system calls each time a new kernel
service is added to the operating system. Fast User-ECalls
and Deferred User-ECalls are both lightweight versions
of traditional system calls, i.e., they reduce call overheads
by minimizing the actions performed when returning from
the call function, which include signal handling, interrupt
handling, and a possible scheduler invocation. Both calls
are intended for simple short-running and non-blocking kernel calls, such as updating QoS parameters or polling status
ﬂags in the kernel. The overhead for the invocation of Fast
User-ECalls is approximately 40% smaller than for regular system calls. Deferred User-ECalls reduce this overhead
even more in high load situations through the batching of
events, i.e., the handler invocation is deferred until the next
time the scheduler runs. The advantages are that (1) the
function is invoked when the application is already in the
kernel, thus removing the need for a user/kernel boundary
crossing, and (2) several Deferred User-ECalls between two
invocations of the scheduler cause only a single invocation of
the handler function, thereby further reducing the overhead.
This is useful for situations where events can be aggregated
or where only the most recent event is of use.
Kernel-to-user events. If a kernel extension raises an
event to an application, one or more of the following actions may be performed: From kernel to user, ECalls can be
used to raise Real-Time Signals to applications, or to invoke handler functions on behalf of applications, where these
functions can reside either in user space (User Handler
Function) or in kernel space (Kernel Handler Function). If these functions are non-blocking and short-running,
they can be invoked in interrupt context, otherwise a kernel handler function has to run in the context of a kernel
thread (Kernel Handler Thread), which is taken from a
thread pool. This approach is similar to the functionality
of optimistic message handlers [21]. Finally, ECalls is able
to cooperate with the CPU scheduler, currently including
both the standard UNIX scheduler and a novel hard realtime scheduler, termed DWCS [23], to inﬂuence scheduling
decisions in conjunction with event communications. This
feature of ECalls, called ECalls-based CPU Scheduling,
is the topic of the remainder of this paper.

3. COORDINATED SCHEDULING OF CPU
AND EVENTS
Most systems deploy CPU schedulers that ignore important application-level events like message arrivals. ECalls offers the basic functionality needed for creating event-aware
systems, by (1) associating kernel-to-user events with important application-level events and (2) using these kernellevel events to aﬀect CPU scheduling decisions. The effect is that processes acting as sinks of application-level
events are favored over other processes whenever they receive events. Thus, ECalls may be used to implement policies by which applications cooperate with system services
like CPU scheduling. One purpose of such cooperation is
to minimize the end-to-end delays experienced for the delivery and processing of important application-level events
mentioned in Section 1 above.
Implementation approach. ECalls’ implementation presented in this paper permits both user-level applications
(e.g., multimedia applications and media servers) and kernel-
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Figure 3: ECalls-based CPU Scheduling.

level services (e.g., device drivers and resource managers) to
be sources and/or sinks for events generated in user and/or
kernel space. Both applications and kernel services can generate events via the event raiser (see Figure 3). The events
are added to an event queue, which is used by the event
dispatcher to deliver these events to the sink processes. In
addition, ECalls’ event scheduler can revise the decisions of
the CPU scheduler if necessary. The event scheduler takes
the ﬁrst event from the event queue, determines the sink process of this event, and compares the scheduling attributes of
the sink process with the scheduling attributes of the process
selected by the CPU scheduler. Events in the event queue
are ordered according to an event delivery time, which is
determined by the event source. If the delivery time of an
event is in the future, ECalls delays the delivery of the event
appropriately, otherwise the event is delivered at the next
possible time.
Coordinated scheduling support for processes and events
can be implemented for any ECalls-enabled CPU scheduler.
Our current implementation supports two such schedulers:
the traditional UNIX scheduler and the DWCS hard realtime scheduler. Note that event and CPU schedulers are
separated, thus permitting the event scheduler to utilize
any appropriate CPU scheduler. We next describe the coordinated scheduling implemented for each of the two task
schedulers we used.

3.1

Coordination Using the Traditional UNIX
Scheduler

The cooperative scheduling policies implemented via the
event scheduler and the UNIX scheduler are the following:
Rule 1: If a real-time process (a process in either the FIFO
or the round robin run queue) is the sink of an event
in the event queue, then it will be given preference over
other processes that reside within the same or in lower
priority classes.
Rule 2: If only non-real-time processes are currently schedulable, then a process that is the sink of an event in the
event queue will always be given preference.
These rules ensure that non-real-time applications that are
event sinks are given preference over all other best-eﬀort applications, while real-time applications that are event sinks
will be given preference over all other real-time applications
within the same or in lower priority classes.

3.2 Coordination for DWCS CPU Scheduling
The DWCS CPU scheduler. The traditional UNIX
scheduler has been shown to have unacceptable performance
for multimedia applications [13]. For example, an application with a ﬁxed real-time priority could have precedence
over all other applications at all times, and therefore, starve
best-eﬀort applications. This has led to the development of
new scheduling approaches, including those based on reservations and on proportional share resource allocations [16].
To eﬃciently support real-time applications, we use a hard
real-time CPU scheduler, called DWCS (Dynamic WindowConstrained Scheduler2 ), which is based on a packet scheduler presented and evaluated in two other papers [23, 25].
DWCS assigns each process the following attributes: a period T , a service time C, and a window-constraint x/y. Using these attributes, DWCS attempts to service a process
for at least C time units in a period of T time units, and
it guarantees that it will service a process in y − x periods in a window of y periods if the CPU utilization is less
than or equal to 100%. Thus, the minimum CPU utilization
consumed by a process i is determined by
Ui (min) = (1 − xi /yi ) ∗ Ci /Ti .

in the near future. Note, that if the window numerator
is zero and a process misses to be scheduled within its
period, a violation has occurred.
Table 1 shows the precedence rules used by DWCS to ﬁnd
the next process to be scheduled.
Table 1: Precedence rules amongst processes
Earliest deadline first (EDF)
Equal deadlines, order tightest
window-constraint first
Equal deadlines and zero window-constraints,
order highest window-denominator first
Equal deadlines and equal non-zero window-constraints,
order lowest window-numerator first
All other cases: first-come first-serve

The simpliﬁed pseudo-code for DWCS is as follows:
while (TRUE) {
find process i according to the rules in Table 1;
adjust window-constraints for process i (Rule a);
for (each process j<>i missing its deadline) {
adjust window-constraint for j (Rule b);
adjust deadline for j;
}
schedule i;
adjust deadline for i;
}

The period Ti of a process i is used to set a deadline until
the scheduler has to service process i for at least Ci time
units. If the process misses its deadline more than xi times
in a window of Ti ∗ yi , the scheduler violated the real-time
guarantees to this process. Each process can be scheduled
once in its period, unless it is marked as work-conserving, in
that case it is possible to schedule this process several times
within its period as long as CPU utilization allows.
Scheduling attributes are adjusted dynamically to reﬂect
the progress of a process. We distinguish between the original window-constraint x/y and the current window-constraint
x /y  , where the latter is modiﬁed dynamically according to
the following rules:

In a diﬀerent paper [22], we demonstrate and prove the realtime guarantees of DWCS:

Rule a: If the scheduler allocates Ci time units to process i
within a period Ti , the window-constraint is relaxed by
decrementing the window denominator. If the denominator and the numerator of the window-constraint are
equal (yi = xi ), both are decremented until they reach
zero, at which they are reset to their original values:

The remainder of this section describes the cooperation
between ECalls’ event scheduler and DWCS, where the goal
is to maximize event responsiveness without compromising
the hard real-time guarantees of DWCS.

if (yi > xi ) then yi = yi − 1;
else if (yi = xi ) and (xi > 0) then
xi = xi − 1; yi = yi − 1;
if (yi = xi = 0) then yi = yi ; xi = xi ;
This ensures that a process that has been serviced already within its period, will relax its window-constraint.
Rule b: If a process misses to be scheduled within its current period, the window-constraint is adjusted to reﬂect an increased urgency:
if (xi > 0) then xi = xi − 1; yi = yi − 1;
if (yi = xi = 0) then xi = xi ; yi = yi ;
else if (xi = 0) then yi = yi + 1;
This gives the process a tighter window-constraint and
therefore an increased probability of being scheduled
2
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(a) DWCS is able to give ﬁrm bounds for the maximum
delay of service to a given process on the run queue in
both under-load and over-load situations.
(b) The least upper bound on the system utilization is 1.0
if Ci = k and Ti = nk ∀i with k, n being integers  1.

Event scheduling with DWCS. If ECalls’ event queue
is non-empty, the event scheduler is invoked each time the
CPU scheduler runs. After the CPU scheduler ﬁnishded the
selection of the next process, the event scheduler compares
the scheduling attributes of this process with the attributes
of the sink process for the ﬁrst event in the event queue.
Assume that process i is the process selected by DWCS
and process j is the sink of the ﬁrst event on the event
queue. The event scheduler applies the following ﬁve rules
to processes i and j:
Rule 1: If j = i (i.e., DWCS already selected the sink process), the only action the event scheduler has to perform, is to remove the event from the event queue.
Rule 2: If task i is a best-eﬀort task, ECalls replaces i
by j and removes the event for process j from the
event queue. DWCS schedules best-eﬀort processes
only if all runnable real-time processes have been serviced within their respective periods and none of them
is a work-conserving process. That means further that

process j receives an additional time unit in its current
period, so that it is able to react to an event immediately. No real-time guarantees are compromised since
all real-time processes have been serviced in their corresponding periods.
Rule 3: If process i is a work-conserving process that received at least Ci time units of CPU time in its current
period Ti , the event scheduler replaces i with j and removes the event for process j from the event queue.
The real-time guarantees of i are not compromised in
this case, since process i received Ci time units in its
current period already.
Rule 4: Assume that both processes i and j have not been
serviced in their current periods yet, and both have
the same deadline. Further assume, that DWCS selected process i as the next running process due to
its tighter window-constraint compared to process j.
ECalls’ event scheduler gives process j preference over
process i, if this does not lead to a missed deadline for i
(i.e., ∆t − Cj − Ci > 0, where ∆t is the remaining time
in period Ti ). In other words, process i will be delayed
by Cj , but since its deadline will not expire, DWCS
will select this process after process j has exhausted
its service time Cj .
Rule 5: In addition to the rules above, we introduce the
notion of a task server, which is a pseudo process with
scheduling attributes determined as follows:
xts /yts = 0/ymax , ymax = max{yi } + 1.
This assigns the task server the tightest window constraint possible. The service time Cts is the same as
the service time of the sink process of the ﬁrst event
in the event queue, or 1 otherwise. The rest utilization
Ur of the system, which is the maximum utilization
minus the current utilization, is used to determine the
value of the period Tts :
Tts = Cts /Ur .
The attributes for the task server have to be re-calculated
when the service time of the ﬁrst event in the event
queue changes (e.g., when the ﬁrst event has been delivered and the new event at the front of the queue
has a diﬀerent service time). Each time the task server
is selected by DWCS, the event scheduler replaces it
with the sink of the ﬁrst event in the event queue. If
there are no events pending, a best-eﬀort task can be
scheduled instead. The purpose of the task server is
to reserve the remaining CPU time for processes that
have events pending.
The event scheduler is presented in the following pseudocode, where i is the process selected by DWCS and j is the
sink process for the ﬁrst event on the event queue:
while (TRUE) {
if (i == j) schedule i;
else if (i is best-effort task) schedule j;
else if (i is work-conserving and has been serviced
in its current period) schedule j;
else if (deadline(i) = deadline (j) and a delay of i
does not cause a violation for i) schedule j;
else if (i is task server) schedule j;
else schedule i;
}

The following examples illustrate Rules 2-5 in more depth:
• Case I: According to Rule 2, the event scheduler in
ECalls replaces a best-eﬀort process that has been selected by DWCS, with a real-time process that is the
sink for the ﬁrst event from the event queue. Scenario
I in Table 2 shows a simple set of three tasks and their
scheduling attributes (x/y, T , and C). In this ﬁrst
example, all processes are non-work-conserving, i.e.,
once a process has been serviced in its period, it will
be taken from the run queue until its current period expires. The ﬁrst diagram in Figure 4(a) demonstrates
how DWCS will schedule this task set according to
their respective scheduling attributes. When no realtime tasks are schedulable, DWCS selects best-eﬀort
tasks (BE) if available. Now consider the situation
when an event for task T1 is generated at time 2.5.
This causes the event scheduler to run at the next invocation of DWCS, which is at time 3, and to revise
DWCS’ decision. In this example, the best-eﬀort task
selected by DWCS is replaced by task T1, which is able
to receive and handle the event. This allows T1 to react to the new event 2 time units earlier than without
the event scheduler.
Table 2: Task Sets
Task T1
Task T2

Scenario I
xi /yi Ti Ci
1/2
4
1
1/4
2
1

Scenario II
xi /yi Ti Ci
1/2
3
1
1/4
3
1

• Case II: According to Rule 3, the event scheduler in
ECalls replaces a real-time process i with another realtime process j that is the sink for the ﬁrst event from
the event queue, if i is work-conserving and has already
been serviced for at least Ci time units in its period Ti .
Consider the same task set as used in case I, but now
assume that all tasks are work-conserving, i.e., they are
allowed to run several times within their periods. The
ﬁrst diagram in Figure 4(b) shows a similar schedule as
before, with the diﬀerence that when all real-time processes have been serviced in their corresponding periods, DWCS selects the work-conserving real-time process with the tightest scheduling attributes. Again, an
event for process T1 is being generated at time 2.5. At
the next scheduling point (t=3) the scheduler selects
process T2 as the next task to be run. According to
Rule 3, a process receiving an event is favored over a
work-conserving process that has been serviced in its
current period already, therefore, T1 is scheduled by
the event scheduler at t=3. As in case I before, process
T1 receives the event 2 time units earlier than without
event scheduling.
• Case III: Consider scenario II shown in Table 2, both
tasks T1 and T2 have the same period and both tasks
are work-conserving. Figure 4(c) demonstrates how
DWCS schedules this task set. Again, an event for process T1 is generated at time 2.5. At the next scheduling point (t=3), the scheduler selects process T2 as
the next process to be run. Both processes T1 and T2
have the same deadlines at this point, but since T2 has
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Figure 4: Examples for Rule 2 (a), Rule 3 (b), Rule 4 (c), and Rule 5 (d).

the tighter window-constraints, DWCS prefers process
T2. According to Rule 4, the event scheduler revises
the decision made by DWCS and schedules T1 instead
of T2, allowing process T1 to learn about the event
1 time unit earlier than without event scheduling. As
it can be seen from the diagram, this causes processes
T1 and T2 to swap their time slots compared to the
schedule made by DWCS.
• Case IV: The last rule, Rule 5, states that a task
server can be introduced, whose attributes are determined by the utilization of the system. In scenario
II, the utilization is 42%, the rest utilization (58%) is
used to determine the period of the task server:
T = C/U r = 1/0.58 = 1.7 => T = 2.
Note that we have to round up the period to a full
time unit according to the time base used. Further, the
service time C of the task server is 1 and the windowconstraint x/y is 0/5. This task is added to the task set
and Figure 4(d) demonstrates how DWCS schedules
this new task set. The task server is added to the
schedule and whenever it becomes the highest priority
task, the event scheduler selects the sink process for
the ﬁrst event in the event queue. If there are no events
pending, the task server is replaced by a best eﬀort
task. However, if an event is generated (e.g., at time
4.5 in Figure 4(d)), the scheduler uses the next task
server invocation to schedule the sink process for this
event. In this example, task T1 receives the event two
time slots earlier than without the support of the event
scheduler.
A side eﬀect of the task server is that if no events
are pending, the task server is replaced by best-eﬀort
tasks, which are now scheduled before the real-time
tasks. This minimizes the delay best eﬀort tasks will
experience, without violating the real-time guarantees
of other processes.

4.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The following experiments have been performed on a workstation with a Pentium II processor with 300MHz and 256MB
RAM, running Linux 2.2.13.
Basic overheads. In Linux, the CPU scheduler is invoked frequently, e.g., each time a timer interrupt occurs
(100 times/second on Intel architectures), the scheduler can
decide to select a diﬀerent process to run. Therefore, it is
important to reduce total scheduling overhead. The overhead caused by the event scheduler in ECalls depends on
the CPU scheduler used, e.g., with DWCS, the event scheduler requires 3.5µs to execute. This overhead is independent
of the length of the event queue since the event scheduler
only considers the ﬁrst entry in the queue. The costs for
generating an event contribute an overhead of 6µs. This
overhead increases minimally with the length of the event
queue (e.g., 6.2µs for an event queue with 100 entries).
Scheduling video services. In the following experiments,
a number of video players request video streams from video
servers, which run on two Ultra 30 with 248MHz and 128MB
RAM each. The Linux workstation and the video servers are
connected via a switched 100Mbps Ethernet.
The Linux version on the workstation has been modiﬁed
as follows:
(a) The traditional UNIX scheduler has been replaced by
DWCS to support real-time and multimedia applications.
(b) The ECalls mechanism has been added for the support
of event communication between applications and kernel services, as well as to support coordinated scheduling of events and processes with DWCS.
(c) A QoS module has been implemented, which generates events to applications depending on applicationspeciﬁc information. For instance, this QoS module
can generate events when new packets arrive on a socket,
thereby replacing costly select system calls. In our experiments, an application informs the QoS module via

ECalls about the desired frame rate and the number
of frames that have been received and displayed so far.
The QoS module uses this information to generate periodic events in case that either (a) new frames can be
read from the socket queue of the video application or
(b) the application has not displayed some previously
received frames. Using the terminology introduced in
Section 1, a timer raises periodic application-level
events in case there are frames available to display,
and these event generate kernel-level events via ECalls,
which notify the application and aﬀect the scheduling
decisions of DWCS.

Table 3: Event Scheduling (Case I)
Events causing process swaps (in %):
Run queue delay w/o event scheduling (avg.):
Run queue delay w/ event scheduling (avg.):
Run queue delay w/o event scheduling (max):
Run queue delay w/ event scheduling (max):
Improvement in avg. run queue delay (in %):

60

50
46.1

60

without event scheduling
with event scheduling

50

46.1
42.6

40
34.7
32.3
29.4

30

25.7
20.7

20

18.7

13.4
11.8

40

Run Queue Delay [ms]

16.7
42.5ms
36.7ms
559ms
160ms
14%

Event Scheduling (Case II)
In this example, the event scheduler uses only Rule 3,
which states that if DWCS selects a work-conserving process
i that has been serviced for at least Ci time units in its current period, this process can be replaced by a process receiving an event. All video players run as work-conserving processes with the following scheduling attributes: T = 100ms,
C = 10ms, and x/y = 1/5. Figure 6 compares the run
queue delays (= variations in inter-frame times) for the two
scenarios described above and shows that event scheduling
can improve on these variations by approximately 10%.

Run Queue Delay [ms]

The following experiments demonstrate how coordinated
CPU/event scheduling can reduce run queue delays. For
this purpose, separate tests are performed for each scheduling rule described above, i.e., the event scheduler uses only
one rule to decide whether the scheduling decision of DWCS
has to be revised. This allows us to isolate the eﬀects of
the scheduling rules from each other and to show in which
scenarios each rule becomes active. The real-time application used in these experiments is a simple distributed video
player based on the Berkeley MPEG Player3 , which uses
timed waits. In the timed wait approach a video player
displays a frame and sleeps for a certain amount of time
depending on the desired frame rate. Figure 5 shows the
average run queue delays for an example of up to 10 players
running as work-conserving real-time tasks with periods of
T = 100ms, window-constraints of x/y = 1/5, service times
of C = 20ms, and desired frame rates of 10fps. These results serve as base values for the following measurements.

give preference to the video player instead of the best-eﬀort
task, leading to a reduction in run queue delays (and variations in inter-frame times) of 14%. Table 3 summarizes the
results of this experiment.
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Figure 6: Run queue delays.
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Table 4: Number of swapped processes
Figure 5: Run queue delays of 1 - 10 video players
with desired frame rates of 10fps.

Event Scheduling (Case I)
Rule 2 in the event scheduling algorithm states that besteﬀort processes can be replaced by processes that are sinks
for events on the event queue. Here, we run one video
player as a non-work-conserving process with a period of
T = 100ms, a service time of C = 20ms, and a windowconstraint of x/y = 1/5. As a best-eﬀort process we use
a simple application that runs an endless for loop. In this
case, 16.7% of all events cause ECalls’ event scheduler to
3

http://bmrc.berkeley.edu/frame/research/mpeg

Video Players
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Swaps (in %)
0
0
3.3
14
18
24
28
41.3
54.7
61.3

Table 4 summarizes the percentages of events that cause
the event scheduler to revise the scheduling decisions of
DWCS (swaps). For instance, with 10 players running, more

Event Scheduling (Case III)
Rule 4 in the event scheduling algorithm states that a
process j that is a sink for an event on the event queue can
replace a process i, selected by DWCS, if the deadlines of i
and j are equal and if this will not lead to a violation for i.
In this example, we run 10 video players as work-conserving
processes, each with a period T = 20ms, a service time
C = 10ms and a window-constraint x/y = 1/5. Here, 15%
of all events cause ECalls’ event scheduler to give preference
to a process that is a sink for an event on the event queue
instead of the process selected by DWCS. This leads to a
reduction in inter-frame time variations of 24%. Table 5
summarizes the results of this experiment.
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7.7

without event scheduling
with event scheduling

7

6

Run Queue Delay [ms]

than 60% of all events cause the scheduler to give preference
to the sink process for the ﬁrst event on the event queue,
thereby allowing the player to display the next frame earlier.
In the remaining 40%, the process selected by DWCS and
the process selected by the event scheduler are identical, so
no swaps are necessary.
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Figure 7: Run queue delays.

Table 6: Number of swapped processes
Table 5: Event Scheduling (Case III)
Events causing process swaps (in %):
Run queue delay w/o event scheduling (avg.):
Run queue delay w/ event scheduling (avg.):
Run queue delay w/o event scheduling (max):
Run queue delay w/ event scheduling (max):
Improvement in avg. run queue delay (in %):

15
20.8ms
16ms
216ms
56ms
24%

Event Scheduling (Case IV)
Rule 5 in the event scheduling algorithm introduces the
notion of a task server, whose DWCS scheduling attributes
are determined using the system utilization. This task server
is inserted into the task set and whenever it becomes the
highest priority task, the event scheduler can select a process
receiving an event instead. In this example, we ran up to 4
video players, with a period of T = 100ms, a service time
of C = 10ms, and a window-constraint of x/y = 1/5 each.
The task server has a service time of C = 10ms, a windowconstraint of x/y = 1/5 and a period, which is computed
the following way (in the case of 4 video players):
Ur = 100% − 4 ∗ (1 − x/y) ∗ C/T = 68%
T = C/Ur = 10ms/0.68 = 14.7 = 20ms.
The period T for the task server results in 14.7ms, i.e., 20ms
for our experiments, since we have to set the period in multiples of the internal time base for the Linux system, which
is 10ms.
Figure 7 shows that the improvements achievable vary
between 9% and 36% depending on the system load. Note
that the run queue delays are signiﬁcant higher than in the
previous experiments due to the task server, which prefers
best-eﬀort tasks over real-time tasks if the no events are
pending. The number of swaps is reﬂected in Table 6.

Analysis
All experiments use diﬀerent task sets and attributes, because each rule of the event scheduler focuses on a diﬀerent
scenario:
Case I: According to Rule 2, the event scheduler replaces
best-eﬀort processes with real-time processes that have

Video Players
1
2
3
4

Swaps (in %)
96
88
71
62

events pending. This is useful in situations where (a)
the CPU load is less than 100% and (b) there are no
work-conserving real-time tasks schedulable.
Case II: In Rule 3, the event scheduler prefers processes
with events pending over other work-conserving processes, if they have already been serviced for their respective service times in their periods. That is, this
rule becomes active only when (a) the CPU load is
less than 100% and (b) there are real-time processes
that are work-conserving.
Case III: If two processes have the same deadlines, a process that receives an event from the event queue can be
favored over another real-time process, if this does not
lead to a violation for the other process (Rule 4). This
rule can apply anytime, even in over-load situations
(i.e., when CPU load > 100%).
Case IV: The task server can only be put into the task set
if the utilization is less than 100%. In that case, it will
act as a place holder for processes that are sinks for
events on the event queue and best-eﬀort processes if
no events are pending.
The diﬀerent rules for the event scheduler can contribute
to reductions in run queue delays in diﬀerent scenarios as
described above. In all scenarios described above we manage to achieve a reduction in run queue delays, however the
achievable performance gain is limited by factors such as
the CPU load or the rate of event generation. As an example, if several processes have events pending, these events
are delivered according to their priority, i.e., processes with
lower-priority events are being delayed. On the other hand,
the event scheduler favors I/O-bound processes over CPUbound processes without violating the real-time guarantees

of these processes. Figure 8 shows a snapshot of a ﬁnal experiment, where all rules described above are activated and
the system is overloaded (i.e., CPU load > 100%).
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Figure 8: Variations in inter-frame times for 100
frames.
Both graphs show the run queue delays (= variations
in inter-frame times) for the display of 100 frames for a
video player that competes for the CPU with a real-time
disturber process and 9 other video players. The video players are work-conserving and have the following attributes:
T = 100ms, C = 10ms, x/y = 1/5. The disturber process
is a non-work-conserving process with a period T = 20ms,
a service time of C = 10ms, and a window-constraint of
x/y = 1/5. The ﬁrst graph shows the run queue delay without the support of event scheduling, compared to the run
queue delays with the support of event scheduling in the
second graph. The average run queue delay in the ﬁrst case
is 250ms, compared to 100ms in the second case. This is a
reduction of 60%. The worst case run queue delays in the
ﬁrst case exceed 320ms, compared to 240ms in the second
case.
In the experiments presented above, we used video players
to show the performance improvements achievable by coordinating the scheduling of tasks with the delivery of events.
Minimal event delivery delays are desirable for a variety of
real-time applications including virtual worlds and multiplayer games, where position updates and actions taken by
avatars have to be distributed to the other participants with
minimal delay to prevent inconsistencies.

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Extensions to general-purpose operating systems such as
real-time schedulers succeed in improving the performance
and quality of service of multimedia applications. However,
typical CPU schedulers are not event-aware, that is, they
are not cognizant of important events shared by distributed
application components and/or of events shared by applications and kernel services. This can result in signiﬁcant
delays in event delivery. Speciﬁcally, the operating system’s
contribution to the delay between the time an important
event is generated and the time the event is received and
processed by the application, which we term run queue delay, can cause variations in inter-frame times for video applications, and it can lead to timing violations in real-time
applications like distributed multi-player games.
This paper demonstrates the utility of event-awareness for
distributed multimedia applications and in general-purpose
operating systems like Linux. It presents ECalls, an event
communication facility with which coordinated policies may
be implemented to minimize run queue delays. This approach is comparable to the rate-based execution model introduced by Jeﬀay and Bennett [9], who allow applications
to specify their desired rate of progress in terms of the number of events they process in a certain amount of time. Using
ECalls and a set of coordination rules, we then demonstrate
performance gains with a distributed video player application, realizing reductions in event delivery of up to 60%,
especially in over-load situations (i.e., when CPU load >
100%).
Future work will further investigate the performance effects of event-awareness, realized with ECalls and the coordinated event/CPU scheduling policies we have developed
and using a distributed multi-player game that integrates
data, video, and audio streams. Furthermore, while this paper focuses on event-awareness on a single end-system, other
work has investigated the use of intra- and inter-address
space/machine events to create event-aware adaptive applications [24]. We will extend such work to create event-aware
systems, by extending ECalls to operate across multiple operating system kernels linked via networks. In addition, by
porting ECalls to a version of Linux running on a mobile
platform, we plan to address the eﬀects of user mobility,
data loss, and limited battery power on the performance of
multimedia applications.
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